
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an acquisition manager senior.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for acquisition manager senior

Advance integration of risk and profitability attributes in development of
credit strategies
Actively develop, update and manage Acquisition & Account Management
strategies for full application (Reactive) and pre-approval (Proactive) streams
Provide frequent and detailed report backs on performance of strategies
against expectations
Support delivery and growth efforts of Proactive campaigns while ensuring
mitigation of operational risks posed by the campaign execution process
Continuously research and develop new methodologies, or tools, to enhance
credit strategies
Support scorecard development by providing feedback on elements which
could enhance existing tools
Assist in with the implementation, post implementation verification and on-
going integrity of strategies used within the decision engine
Manage a team of audience acquisition specialists to build and execute
detailed audience development and engagement plans based on targeting
key strategic audience segments across SEO, Newsletters, paid traffic
networks and social media platforms, in alignment with editorial plans,
product releases and strategic business priorities
Partner across multiple teams to lead the development of a centralized
audience development strategy that ties together editorial calendars, social
calendars, business priorities, product launches and adapts to the news cycle
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SEO/SEM, Sponsored Content Networks and Newsletters, among others

Qualifications for acquisition manager senior

Developing and maintaining a deep understanding of the Mortgages
business including customer experience, product and brand positioning in the
market place and revenue & cost drivers
Developing strategies and value propositions to target key customer and
product segments
Measuring performance across the sales funnel to identify root cause issues
and opportunities for improvement
Disaggregating conversion performance to identify and prioritize actionable
opportunities, pricing, incentives and campaigns
Developing and implementing initiatives to drive increased conversion rates
across the sales funnel for proprietary and broker channels from appointment
to funding
Partnering with Pricing and Marketing teams to develop targeted customer
engagement and offers to improve conversion rates


